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Welcome to this example on the simple possibilities that data analytics can offer. The internet has a wealth of data 

to be used for improving decision making. As we will see analytics can be fun and equally insightful.  

On the 19th of January 2021 the New York Times published an .csv file with all complete list of Trump’s Twitter 

(2015-2021). This collection of data is a fun case as to illustrate insights into President Trump’s attacks and 

frequency of his tweets.  

Frequency of tweets  
President Trump is known to enjoy spreading his opinion via tweets 

until his account was permanently suspended on the 8th of January 

2021.  

Based on the information we retrieve from the dataset we get an 

insight how frequently he sent a tweet and if that frequency changed 

throughout the years.  

 

               

Visual illustrations are a powerful tool as to help us grasp information more intuitively. As we compare both 

images (2016, 2020) we visually understand that the frequency of President Trump’s tweets increased significantly 

from the first year of his term to his last. From this observation collected by this dataset we can ask what led to 

this increase?   

 

 



 

 

 

Targets & Insults 
President Trump is notorious for his public targets aimed at politicians and media. This dataset has over ten 
thousand data entries and by using data analysis we come to the observation that President Trump mostly targeted 

“Fake News” followed by people qualified as “Crooked” and “Sleepy Joe” (Figure 1). 

Insults used by President Trump (Figure 2) tend to reflect his targets. Again, we observe a high number (969) 

aimed at “Fake_news” then a drop (396) to the insult of “Crooked”. 

 

 

 
                                                                          Figure 1 - Targets                           Figure 2 - Insults 

Another tool in data analytics is the ability to propose stronger hypotheses via our data. In this particular case we 

could suggest that President Trump favorite insult and target is the “Fake news” as there are strong indications for 

this proposal. 

Closing remarks 
This report was done with “R” a free & publicly available software used for academics and data scientists. This 

dataset was used to illustrate some of the possibility’s “R” can offer. More sophisticated software as “Tableau” can 

offer additional insights and dynamic information. Unfortunately, such a software is not free for public use and 

requires licensing.  
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